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Abstract 
According to the famous "Capital Asset Pricing Model", the market return 
should be related to the risk associated with macroeconomic health of 
economy as the latter affects an individual's firm cash flows and the 
systematic risk component. Therefore, the overall performance of 
Macroeconomic condition of a firm can be evaluated based on some macro 
variables. In this paper, the main aim is to examine how the volatility of 
the US$ Exchange rate is related to the stock market return volatility in the 
context of Egyptian capital market. Weekly data for the (0111998 - 
0412004) period are considered for the study. Since many macroeconomic 
variables and stock returns are believed to follow GARCH process, this 
technique is used to find predicted volatility series for the variables 
considered in the study. 
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I- Introduction: 

As far as risk investor is concerned, uncertainty is the most ixportant 
factor in pricing any financial asset. The volatility of stock returns can be 
explained by many factors, including liquidity risk, information 
asymmetry, number of informeci agents, inventory, segmentation, number 
of regulations and their imbedded costs, and the quality of the banking 
system. In an international context, the vziability of FX rates is clearly a 
potentially interesting factor that drives the level of the volatility of stock 
returns. With the liberalization and the reduction of barriers to inte-national 
invesment, foreign investors can benefit from diversifjring their portfolios. 
As a consequence, agents are more likely to move their portfolios from a 
stock exchmge market to another. This implies a greater sensitivity to the 
exchange rates and a priori a positive transmission mechanism between the 
stock returns volatility and The FX rates volatility. 

The south Asian crisis illustrates well this phenomenon. That crisis started 
in Thailand in July 1997, when some international investors removed their 
funds. In the process of selling assets, and then selling the Thai currency 
for dollars, they triggered sharp drops in the value of the Thai currency 
against the dollar and in the value of the Thai stock market. By early 1998, 
several other East Asian economies, including the four Asian Tigers of 
Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea, and Taiwan, suffered somewhat 
similar fates. 

Moreover, in a Business Week article entitled "The Currency Game Has 
Brand-New Rules," it was noted that a quarter-point increase- in the 
Eurozone interest rate by the European Central Bank defied convention 
when the ewo declined against the dollar. However, the announcement of 
the $1 83 billion takeover of Germany's Mamesmann by the British mobiIe 
phone giant Vodafone AirTouch PLC caused the euro to increase by 2.5 
cents against the dollar. The article noted that the impact of deals and stock 
prices on exchange rates became "powerfully apparent" in 1999 when the 
Yen failed to react to policy initiatives by the Bank of Japan, but reacted 
significantly to stock and deal news. 

Tn light of the above occurrences, we hypothesize that there might be 
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markets-stock and foreign exchange markets. In this paper, we propose to 
examine empirically the sensitivity of stock return volatility to FX rates 
volatility with respect to the US dollar in a small developing stock market. 
Such a market is the Egyptian Stock Exchange (ESE). Specifically, this 
paper attempts to provide answer to the following question: 

Does the level of dollar exchange rate volatility affect stock returns? 

This study contributes in several ways to the international finance 
literature. First, Most of the empirical work thus far focuses on the US and 
the major European stock market with less or no attention being paid :o 
smaller stock markets, like the ESE. Despite its relatively small market 
capitalization the ESE is growing in importance and dynamism. To best of 
the researchers' howledge, there has been no investigation of the type md 
extent of exchange rate exposure in Egyptian stock returns. This paper, 
therefore, attempts to fill a gap in the literature. Second, Volatility is often 
used as a crude measure of the total risk of financial assets. Therefore, 
accurate predictions of fbture volatility give the forecaster the potential to 
make more profit. Third, Egypt is tightly related to the American Dollar, 
which is driving the major economic indicators in Egypt. 

The rest of the current paper is organized as follows: The second'section 
discusses the theoretical framework. Section three shows the empirical 

. literature review. Section four gives a description of the data and the 
methodology used. The empirical results are displayed in the fifth section. 
Finally, section six concludes. 

11- Theoretical Framework: 

On a theoretical level, the relationship between the exchange rates and the 
outputs of the stocks can be understood through a theoretical framework 
given by Karoui (2006) in which there are two agents: the firm and the 
foreign investor. Both of them have different objectives and behavior, so 
that the firm seeks to maximize its profit in terms of local currency while 
the foreign investor seeks to maximize the output of his portfolio in terms 
of foreign currency. The interaction between these two agents would give 
us a macroeconomic explanation of the relation between the exchange 
rate and the stock exchange output. 

1) From the firm viewpoint: 
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The variations in exchange rates affect the competitiveness of firms and 
thus their market values. The impact is on the expected future cash flows 
of firms. In the context of present value model of asset pricing, stock price 
depends on future cash flows as well as on discount rates. Since future 
macroeconomic condition obviously has impact on the future cash flow of 
a firm, it surely adds to the volatility of stock return when there is 
uncertainty about the future health of the economy. There is a strong link 
betwzen macro economic health of the economy and thc stock market 
return, so that any shock to macro economy must impact the stock market 
return. This is obvious sinc.e any shock to macroeconomic variables is a 
majc source of systematic risk and there is no way that even well- 
diversified portfolio like market portfolio constructed form stock market 
index can shift it to anywhere else. 

Let's illustrate the above point. For an exporting firm, the depreciation of 
the local currency compared to the foreign currency will generate an 
increase in its income (in terms of the local currency). This good news is 
likely to encourage investors to buy or at least to hold the stock of the firm. 
The quotation of the exchange rate being indirect, i.e. equal to the price in 
foreign currency of a unit of local currency. If this rate improves, then the 
price of the stock should increase. Based on this criterion, the relation is a 
priori negative: if the output of the local currency is negative (i.e. there is a 
depreciation of the local currency), then there is an increase in the value of 
the stock. 

On the other hand, if the firm imports raw materials from this same foreign 
country or other countries, and that the foreign currencies were 
appreciated, the profit recorded at that time of the sales can he cancelled by 
the imports. It thus necessary to check the net position in local currency of 
the firm. It is difficult to increase from the effect of a decrease in the 
foreign currency 

2) From the foreign investor viewpoint: 
The objective here is to illustrate the behavior of the foreign investor in the 
stock exchanges of the emerging countries. The return from a foreign asset 
investment is comprised of the return on the foreign asset and the exchange 
rate fluctuation. Mathematically, the following relation gives the output 
obtained (in the foreign currency) by a foreign investor: 



rf = 5 +rx, 
Where: (rf) is the Output of the stock in foreign currency, (r,) is the Output 

of the stock in local currency, and (rx) is variation of the local currency 
compared to the foreign currency. This gives the output of the local 
currency. If the local currency appreciated, Rx is positive. If the local 
currency depreciated, Rx is negative. 

Contrary to the local investor, therefore, the foreign investor undergoes the 
exchange rate risk. Since stocks are traded in local currency, foreign 
investors must translate their inflows or outflows. It is, thus, theoretically 
apparent that US dollar return of a foreign stock investment is 
automatically influenced by exchange rate movements because the 
conversion process of local-currency returns into US dollar values has 
already introduced a direct link between exchange rates and the US dollar 
returns. The variation of the exchange rates for a foreign investor thus - in 
term of local currency - can either increase or decrease the output of the 
stock. 

Those who had already invested: in the case of a depreciation of the local 
currency compared to the foreign currency (Rx is then negative), there will 
be a loss of output of the stock finally obtained in foreign currency. The 
foreign investors, for fear of continued local currency depreciation, will 
seek other financial markets which may be more profitable. There is then 
an increase in the offer of the stock on the market. The price of the stock 
will drop. This assumption supports that the relation between FX rate and 
the stock price is negative. 

Those who did not invest yet: if the currency had been depreciated before 
they already invested, it can correspond to new possibilities of investment. 
For this group of investors, they will find the stocks cheap. The foreign 
investors, anticipating that the local currency will pursue an appreciation, 
will buy these stocks. Thus the price of these stocks increases. From this 
point of view, the relation appears then positive between prices of the 
stocks and the outputs of the exchange. 

To sum up, there are two antagonistic forces of foreign investors with 
opposite anticipations taking place on the market. Ones are betting on a 
depreciation of the local currency (contrarian strategy), others on an 
appreciation (momentum strategy). The principal difficulty on the 
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empirical level, however, is to be able to disentangle the effects due to the 
behavior of the firm from those due to the behavior of the foreign investor. 
The two approaches exposed to explain the relation between the exchange 
rate risk and the stock exchange output: the cash-flow approach and the 
supply-demand approach are used to explain the sources of the volatility in 
the stock exchange market. In light of the above, the hypothesis of the 
current study can be hypothesized as follows: 

"There is a strong relationship between FX rate volatility 
& stock exchange returns volatility." 

111- The Empirical Literature: 

The dependence of equity returns on currency changes can be linked to two 
strands of the international finance literature, as follows: 

1) The relationship between equity & FX markets usingJirst moments: 
Empirical findings provide conflicting results for the linkage between 
exchange rate movements and stock market returns. Some researchers 
claim thakexchange rate movements provide little or no explanation for US 
investors i n  making investment decisions {Bartov & Bodnar (1994), 
Bernard & Galati (2000), and Griffin & Stulz (2001)). Others argue that 
fluctuations in FX rate is important in explaining the variation in the mean 
of stock returns {Choi et a1 (1998), De Santis & Gerard (1998), Doukas et 
a1 (19991, & Patro et a1 (2002)). 

2) The relationship between equity & FX markets using second moments: 
Although the above studies vary widely, all of them explain the linkage 
between stock and foreign exchange markets using Jirst moments in their 
analyses and thus ignore an important role of second moments in the 
linkage. A good understanding of the role of second moments in 
international stock and foreign exchange markets is important for 
international investors because any change in variances and cross market 
correlations in international stock markets due to exchange rate movements 
makes it more difficult for them to select an optimal investment strategy. 

Few studies focus on the linkage between stock and foreign exchange 
markets using second moments. Karolyi and Stulz (1996) examine the 
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market correlation and find that a foreign exchange shock has a 
significantly positive impact on the volatility and USIJapanese market 
correlation. Bodart and Reding (1999) examine the impact of German 
exchange rate fluctuations on the stock market volatility and the correlation 
between the German stock market and a selected group of European 
markets (France, Belgium, UK, Sweden, and Italy). They find that therz is 
no strong evidence that higher exchange rate variability implies higher 
stock market volatility. Finally, Karoui (2006) finds a significant positive 
linkage between the two volatilities, using data from 18 emerging 
countries. 

IV- Methodology and Data: 

1) Description of the Data: 
The data set consists of weekly closing stock market index of CASE30 and 
exchange rates (expressed as the units of Egyptian pound per U.S. dollar) 
resulting in a bivariate time series. Weekly data are used to avoid the 
problems of non-synchronous trading. The period of the study is confined 
to a period of seven years from January 1998 to April 2004. 

2) Methodology: 
Modeling and forecasting stock market volatility has been the subject of 
much recent empirical investigation. Most of these papers have been 
univariate in nature, using past realizations of volatility only to predict its 
future path. In the current subsection, however, the main objective is to 
test the main hypothesis of the current study which is analyzing whether 
the historical information contained in the FX series can be used to forecast 
stock return volatility. 
The problem in modeling volatility is that empirical research has found 
evidence of the volatility-clustering phenomenon of security prices, which 
means that large returns (of either sign) tend to be followed by more large 
returns (of either sign). In other words, the volatility of asset returns 
appears to be serially correlated. In addition, it has been widely 
documented that daily financial return series display strong conditional 
heteroscedasticity. To solve this problem, GARCI-I methodology will be 
applied here to estimate the mean and the volatility of the stock returns and 
the bilateral exchange rate between Egypt and US. GARCH models are 
suitable in modeling volatility of financial assets and macroeconomic 
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variables like exchange rates, since they take into account the clustering 
phenomenon. 

. The empirical study will be confined to the analysis of the main hypothesis 
mentioned in the theoretical framework. The main objective is to verify if 
any variation in FX markets would induce a variation in the stock markets. 
For this purpose, a three steps model is used to study the correlation 
between the FX rates volatility and stock return volatility, as follows: 

o First: Estimating the conditional volatility of the stock returns: 
In developing a GARCH (p, q) model, it is important to recognize that 
there are two distinct specification problems: one for the conditional mean 
and one for the conditional variance, as follows: 

Where;  CASE $: is the return for the stock index at week (t), (o&,s,:,,) : is the 

estimated return volatility for the index at week (t), and : is the 

random error for the current week. [The (p) in GARCH (p,q) refers to the 
order of the autoregressive GARCH terms and (q) refers to the order of the 
moving average ARCH terms]. 

As shown above, the model consists of two equations: the mean equation is 
written as a function of an error term; iurd the variance equation, which 
illustrates that the one-period ahead forecast variance : , I  ) is 

conditional variance since is based on past information. Specifically, the 
model specifies that the variance today depends upon three factors: the 
mean (constant): (Po), news about volatility from the previous period, 
measured as the lag of the squared residual from the mean equation 



(the ARCH term), and the last period's forecast variance 

* ) (the GARCH term). (°C4SE,t-1 

o Second: Estimating the conditional volatility of the FX rates: 
The conditional variance of the bilateral exchange rate between Egypt and 
US is modeled as follows: 

i=l j=1 

Where; (rFX $): is the weekly output of the local currency (Egyptian Pound) 
expressed in foreign currency (American Dollar), (crjx,l ) : is the estimated 

conditional volatility of the rates of exchange at week (t), and (E,,,~) : is 

the random error for the current week. 
o Third: Running an OLS regression: 

The final step is to use the conditional volatility of the FX rate (&,) as an 

explanatory variable and the conditional volatility of the stock returns 
as a dependent variable, using the following equation: 

3) Measuring Variables: 
As shown above, there are two main variables (stock return and FX return) 
which play the major role in the three steps model. Thus, it remains an 
important question which must be answered: how these variables are 
measured? The answer of this question is the main objective of this 

a section. 

1) Stock Returns ( "&sE,t ) : 
The main reason for focusing our attention on returns rather than on prices 
is that returns have more attractive statistical properties than prices, such as 
stationarity. The measure of the returns that will be used in the study is the 
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log return, to create the raw price change series. The log return of an asset 

is defined as follows: [rusE,, = log p-, - 1% P C A ~ E , ~ ~ ,  Where: 

('asc,r) is the simple net return of the index in local currency between 
weeks t-l and t, and pit denotes the price of the index at week t. 

2) FX Returns (TFX,, ) : 
Exchange rate data is converted into natural logarithms, so that they are 
calculated as the log differences of the respective variable between time 't' 

and - ,  as follows: [--log .f,-l 1 where (r,,,) is the 

variation of the Egyptian Pound compared to the US dollar and  is the 
number of units of the foreign currency for a unit of local currency at time 
(t). This gives the output of the local currency. If the local currency 

appreciated, (r,,,)s positive. If the local currency depreciated, (rFX,,) is 

negative. 
1- 

V- Empirical Study: 
1) Unit Root Tests: Preliminary Results 

It has been shown in section four that the data set comprises weekly 
closing stock index and FX data. A fundamental problem, however, might 
arise here that one or both series might be non-stationary. As such, the 
stationarity of both series is investigated first before testing the relation 
between FX return volatility and stock exchange return volatility. The 
motivation for examining the stationarity of these two series is that the 
time series model used in the current study assumes that the variables in 
the system are stationary. Thus, this procedure is important to avoid 
spurious results associated with the use of non-stationary variables. The 
formal method to test the stationarity of a series is the unit root test. To test 
for a unit root, both augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron 
(PP) tests are used to examine this issue. In these tests, the null hypothesis 
is that a series is nonstationary. 

Startine first with closing index price and FX series, tests for 
- - -- . a -L....,.. :,., +,,hleC 



(1) and (2). The result of these tests indicates that the hypothesis of a 
unit root of the stock prices can not be rejected at the 5%, since all of the 
calculated values of (t) are higher than its critical values. This result 
indicates that both series exhibit nonstationary behavior (i.e., have a unit 
root), which is consistent with the visual evidence in figure (1) & (2). 
One way to incorporate this type of nonstationarity behavior into a time 
series model is 'differencing' the series (called the difference-stationary or 
unit root process). Therefore, weekly index returns (rit) - as shown in the 
previous section -are calculated as the logarithmic first difference of the 
weekly closing index price [i.e. rit =log (pit) - log (pit-])]. As shown in 
tables (1) and (2), the results of ADF and PP tests indicate that the 
hypothesis of the unit root of index returns is rejected at the 5% level. 
Therefore, the logarithmic index return series follows a stationary process. 
The same thing applies to the logarithmic FX return series, since $he 
results in the same tables reveal again that the null hypothesis is rejected. 
As shown from the plot of both series in Figure (3) & (4), they does show 
considerable persistence which means that they are stationary. 

As such, the results of both tests document that both the logarithmic index 
return and logarithmic FX return series follow a stationary process. This 
means, therefore, that they are ready now to be incorporated into the time 
series model for estimation. 

2) Empirical Results: 
It has been mentioned in section four that GARCH methodology will be 
used in the current study to test whether there is a relation between FX rate 
volatility and stock exchange returns volatility in the Egyptian market. 
It may be useful before testing such relation to investigate first whether 
GARCH is a manifestation of the weekly time dependence in the rate of 
information arrival to the Egyptian stock market and to the FX rate 
volatility. 
As such, table (3) reports the results from the basic modeling of the 
volatility of the stock index through estimating the model no. (1). 
Experimentation with various terms reveals that three ARCH terms and 
one GARCH term was found to be the most appropriate, resulting in 
GARCH(3,l). The tables show that the estimated coefficients of the model 
which includes information purely from lagged values of the return series 
(al, a2, a3 & PI) are highly significant at 1% . Also the z-statistics are all 
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large. Similar results are shown in table (4), which presents the results of 
estimating the model no. (2) used to model the conditional volatility of the 
FX returns. 

These results show that both models are rather appropriate, which implies 
that GARCH is an attractive representation of the Egyptian weekly stock 
returns and FX returns. The results thus show the existence of changing 
conditional variance in both series in the Egyptian market. 11; addition, the 
sum of the ARCH and GARCH coefficients (a -t P )  is very close to one 
indicating that volatility shwks are quite persistent. This result is often 
obsel~ed in high frequency financial data. 

Turning now to testing the main hypothesis of the current study which is 
testing whether any variation in FX markets would induce a variation in 
the stock markets. Specifically, the main objective here is presenting the 
results of estimating model no. (3) shown in the previous section. Table (5) 
summarizes the results of such estimation. The figures in this table show 
that value of the coefficient -9, equals 1.27 and insignificant even at 10%. 

This means the rejection of our main hypothesis that there is a relation 
between the FX and the Stock market. 

Conclusion 

This paper investigates the relationship between the index return volatility 
and the foreign exchange return volatility, using data from the Egyptian 
market during the period 1998-2004. Before testing such relation, the 
stationarity is investigated first. There are two main set of results: First; r 
this paper provides empirical support for the hypothesis that GARCH is an 
appropriate methodology for modeling many financial variabies such as the 
volatility of stock returns and FX returns. Second; the study failed to find , 

an evidence of a relation between the index return volatility and the FX , 

return volatility. 
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Appendix 
I- Graphs 

Figure (1): The weekly time series of the index value series 
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Figure (3): The weekly time series of the index log return 
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Figure (2): The weekly time series of the I'X series 
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Figure (4): The weekly time series of the FX log return 
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11- Tables 
Table (1): Unit Root Testing: ADF testing for Stationary 

Price I FX I Log Index return I Log FX return 
ADF 1 Critical I ADF 1 Critical I ADF 1 Critical I ADF I Critical 

1 S::S 1 v a J u e 8 ( W  ~~1 statistic -19.95 - 

Table (3): Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the 
stock index return volatility: MA(1)-GARCH (3,l) Model 

Table (2): Unit Root Testing: P-P testing for Stationary 

The table presents the coefiicient estimates of GARCH model as in equation (1): 

Value 
(5%) 
-2.87 

. where Rcrset is the weekly index return, and of2,,l is the estimated weekly conditional 

volatility which is regressed against 3 terms: a constant, the lag of the squared residual 
2 2 from the mean equation ( E , ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ - , )  and the last period's forecast variance (CTCA~~, , - , )  . 

Price 

statistic 

-16.94 

P-P 
statistic 

Value 
(5%) 
-2.87 1 

Critical 
Value 

FX 
P-P 

statistic 

Log Index return 
Critical 
Value 

P-P 
statistic 

Log FX return 
Critical 
Value 

P-P 
statistic 

Critical 
Value 
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The table presents the co~fficient estimates of GARCH model as in equation (2): 

where Rrx,,r is the weekly FX return, and o&,, is the estimated weekly conditional 

volatility which is regresseu against 3 terms: a constant, the lag of the squared residual 
2 2 

from the mean equation (&FX, l - ,  ) and the last period's forecast variance (5,:x,,-,). 

' Probability 
- 

(0.00) 

(0.00) 

(0.00) 

(0.00) 

-- - ----- 

_ __ _ 
Table (4): Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the 
FX return volatility: MA(l )-GARCI-1 ( 1 , I )  Model 

z-statistic 

i2.56627 

42.12272 

-22.05503 

190.1294 

- - - 

a1 

a2 

a3 

PI 

Table (5):  Estimates of the relation bctween 
Index return volatility & FX return volatility: OL,S 

Coefficient 

0.191076 

0.075967 

-0.283951 

1 .DO2430 

0.99 

The table presents the coefficient estimates of equation (3): 

a ,  +a2 +a, +PI , 

Probability 

(0.00) 

(0.00) 

-- 
- - . 

z-statistic 

-11.13034 

-1 172.856 

A. 

-. 

a1 

PI 
a1 +PI _ ___ --.----.--*- 

Coefficient 

-0.007652 

1 .019531 

--- 
1.01 

--- 

coefficient 

2 5  -- 
1.271117 

t-statistic Probability 

- 9.1 19435 --A 

0.34391 4 




